Where are they now?
Here is what I could find about Oberlin CS alums
Bob Geitz
Summer 2011

Pre-major students

John Hodgkinson ’81  John earned a Master’s degree from Yale and is now a software developer for Intuit Corp.

David Kaemmer ’86  David founded the Papyrus Design Group, the maker of the NASCAR series of computer games. He is currently with iRacing.com, which he founded in 2004.

Robert King  Robert received a Ph.D. from U. Penn in 1991  After many years at IBM’s TJ Watson Research Center, he is now with the IT group at Morgan Stanley.

Julia Lawall ’87   Julia received a Ph.D. from Indiana University, and is now an Associate Professor in CS at the University of Copenhagen.

Jonathan Shapiro (Philosophy major ’82)  Jonathan is Lead Software Enginner for Mobile Networking at BBN.

Jack Sieber ’86 MS, Yale 1988. Jack is a Senior Scientist for the Stockholm Environment Institute’s center in Boston, developing systems for environmental and resource analysis.

Erik Svenson ’85 Erik works for Microsoft in Boston. Married to Elizabeth Jas OC ’88

1987

Ken Baer  After working as programmer and animator for many years with Hash, Inc. Ken is now a freelance programmer and CEO of BaerCode in Portland, OR. He is also one of the founders and the iPhone coder for TapLister.com.

Philip Long  Ph.D. from UC Santa Clara. Philip does research on machine learning, currently for Google. His web page is http://www.phillong.info

Amnon (David) Silverstein  Ph.D. from UC Berkeley in image processing. Amnon worked at HP Labs, then Micron, and then was a Principal Architect at INVIDIA. He is now a director of camera systems for Apple, developing digital photo systems for the iPhone and other Apple products.
Damon Weinstein  Damon is Principal software engineer at Soundbite Communications in Boston.

Others
Scott Meyer  Senior Programmer at Metaweb in San Francisco area. Formerly Principal Member of the Technical Staff at Oracle. His web page: www.summ.org
John Cocula  (Honors in CS, though he majored in Government) John founded Managed Objects, a company that produces Business Service Management software.

1988
Jonathan Brown  Jonathan is a Senior Scientist at Adobe, currently lead engineer for the scripting architecture of InDesign.

Elisabeth Jas  Elizabeth is married to Erik Svenson (OC'85) and lives in Boston.

David King  David has an MS in Computer Science from Georgia Tech. He is a Senior Programmer/Analyst for the office of Information Technology at Boston U.

Thomas McHugh  Tom is Senior Engineer with Intersections, which handles risk management services. He lives in Sterling, VA.

Scott Sloan  Scott earned a Master’s in Cryptography from the University of Cincinnati and went to work for IBM, where he has been employed since 1990. He has also earned an MBA from the University of Georgia.

Judith Underwood  Cornell  Ph.D. 1994 in Type Theory. Judith is now living in Scotland working as a software architect for Telelogic

Erik Westin  Erik is VP at Morgan Stanley; he lives in Greenwich Village.

Others:
Andrew Borthwick  (History major who took some CS)  Ph.D. in computational linguistics from NYU. Andrew is currently is principal scientist at Spock Networks, a “people search engine” based in Redwood City, CA. They have some jobs at the moment (summer 2000): see www.spock.net/jobs

David Hatch  went to graduate school in CS at Worcester Polytech, but I haven't heard from him in a long time.

1989

2
Mark McAuliffe  Ph.D.  U. Wisconsin 1996 in Databases. After graduate school Mark worked for TimesTen Software in Mountain View. He is possibly with Oracle (who bought TimesTen), but I haven’t been able to reach him.

Robert Parks  Robert is a Software Engineer at FileMaker in the SanFrancisco area.

Leonard Presberg  JD from University of Richmond. After practicing law for some years Leonard returned to school to obtain a teaching certificate and is now the director of Hill Country Montessori near Atlanta, GA.

1990

J. Michael Ashley  Ph.D. Indiana University. Mike is currently a software engineer with Beckman Coulter Inc. in Indianapolis, working on medical systems. He recently (Spring 2010) became Vice President for R&D.

James Blandy  Jim is working at an open-source software company in Portland, OR, on compilers, debuggers, etc. Jim also maintains gdb, the GNU debugger. Along with Karl Fogel he was one of the designers of the Subversion version control system which is widely used.

John Brooking  John lives near Portland, Maine and is employed by a paper company implementing data warehousing and business information reporting systems. He also has been a year-round bicycle commuter since 2002 and has become very active in bicycle advocacy and education.

Brian Cole  M.S. University of Wisconsin Brian is one of the authors of Java Swing (O’Reilly). Currently a software engineer with Freddie Mac, designing and implementing financial models.

Erik Erikson  M.S. UNC Chapel Hill Erik does game development and financial analysis in Chapel Hill with his brother Carl (OC ’94).

Susan Fox  Ph.D. Indiana U. in Robotics. Susan is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at Macalester College.

Frank Gafford  I haven’t been able to contact Frank.


David Hersey  I haven’t been able to contact David.
Scott Hofmeister  MS from MIT in 1994. Scott is Principal Solutions Architect with Kaiser Permanente in San Francisco.

David Lyon  David passed away in the summer of 1997.

Teddy Nishiyama  Teddy is a manager in the corporate headquarters of Omron in Kyoto. He works on software methodologies and software process improvement.

Oscar Waddell  Ph.D. 1999 Indiana University. Oscar is currently a senior member of the technical staff at Abstrax, Inc. in Mesa, AZ.

Thomas Welch  MS-MBA from Boston University. Tom is a Senior Business Systems Analyst at Liberty Mutual.

Robert Wilson  Robert is a software developer for Wireless Generation in Brooklyn, along with Paul Curry ’00 and Jesse Davis ’01.

David Zajic  David just finished (2007) a Ph.D. at the Center for Computational Linguistics and Information Processing at the University of Maryland. In Fall 2007 he will be an Assistant Research Scientist at the Center for Advanced Study of Language at UMD. He is also a composer and the principal violist with the Columbia Orchestra in Baltimore.

Others:

Robert Hayes  (left Oberlin and eventually graduated from Colorado State)  Robert owns a writing and editing service company in Colorado:  DocRocket.net

1991

Robert Barnes  Robert has a Master’s degree in CS from the University of Minnesota. Now he is a computer specialist for Minnesota Public Radio and the leader of the Mandragora Tango band in Minneapolis.

Daniel Bostwick  MS from Stanford. Daniel is now Principal Software Engineer at BAE Systems in Bedford, MA.

Harold Connamacher  Ph.D. from the University of Toronto. Harold is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at Albion College.

David Gochfeld  David is an actor and photographer in NYC. He also works as a programmer for iamplify.com

Adam Goff  Adam is an active Ultimate Frisbee player and has worked for Accenture (formerly Anderson Consulting) since he graduated. He recently (2009) moved to the NYC office of Accenture.
Linda Hilbert (now Linda Kuestner) Linda is a consultant in Portland, Oregon working for Rose & Tuck, a firm that does business process and technology consulting to higher education.

Linus Huang Linus earned an MS in CS from the University of Illinois, then a Ph.D. in Sociology from Berkeley. Currently (summer 2007) he is looking for an academic job in sociology.

Lars Huttar Lars has a Master’s degree from The Graduate Institute for Applied Linguistics. He is a software developer in the Dallas area.

Lee Kikuchi Lee worked in Residency Education and Genetic Research at Allegheny General Hospital before deciding to open a music school. He now runs the Kikuchi Music Institute in Pittsburgh.

Mark Libby MS from Michigan State Mark is currently an engineer working in the area of wireless communications with Starent Networks.

Carlo Maley Carlo had a Marshall Fellowship to Oxford, then earned a Ph.D. from MIT in Evolutionary Computing. He is now an Assistant Professor at the Wistar Institute at the University of Pennsylvania studying the evolution of cancer cells.

Robinson Mason I haven’t heard from Rob.

Scott Posey Scott is a Software Architect at Investools.com, building tools to support investment analysis. Lives in San Francisco.

Robert Ridhalgh Robert composes music for computer games and lives in Seattle.

Nathan Sugioka Nathan earned a Master’s degree from Indiana University. He is Senior Software Engineer for DYS Analytics in Boston.

Gregory Travis Greg worked as a game programmer in Boston for about 3 years, then moved to NYC where he did “web stuff” for the next 14 years. He is currently with Google, still in New York.

1992

John Grigsby After a long career in the game industry, John is starting (summer 2008) Alameda Scientific with Noel Cragg (OC ’94) to produce digital audio equipment for musicians.
April Lott  MFA from University of Virginia. April is a database programer for Wilder Research in St. Paul, and also a fiction writer.

Jeff Moore  I haven’t been able to contact Jeff.

Carl Muckenhoupt  Carl is a software developer and interactive fiction author living in New York.

Hyon Na  After stints with ALCOA and Accenture, Hyon now lives in San Fransisco and works for Convergys, a firm that specializes in relationship management solutions, where she is Director of Solutions Implementation.

Seth Odam  Seth has a Master’s degree from University of Oregon. He developed the Claris Organizer, which was the basis of the Palm Desktop for the Macintosh. He is now founder and CEO of FreedomFiler, which develops software tools for home and business organization.

Byong Mok Oh  Ph.D. from the Media Lab at MIT. Mok has founded seveal start-ups including EveryScape.com and is now the Chief Innovation Officer at Where Inc.

Ken Poindexter  Ken passed away on October 27, 2008,

Hubert Sieh  Hubert is a software development manager with Verizon Business in the Washington, DC area.

Others:

Aaron McClennen  Aaron earned a Master’s degree from Georgia Tech in 1996 and has been working since then for BellSouth. He lives outside Atlanta in Decatur, GA.

Ravi Jain  is an artist in Boston

1993

Nathan Bernstein  Nate has a Master’s degree from University of Oregon. He is chief technical officer at Emberex Custom Software in Eugene Oregon

Danit Brown  Danit has an MFA from Indiana University. She is currently an assistant professor of English at Albion College. Danit spent a year on the Creative Writing faculty at Oberlin in Spring 2005.

Andrew Cherry  Andrew is a system administrator at Argonne National Labs outside Chicago.
Kyle Furge  Kyle has a Ph.D. in Biochemistry from Vanderbilt. He is currently a Bioinformatics Scientist at the Van Andel Insititute in Grand Rapids, MI. doing cancer research

Reid Gershbein  Reid works in animation for DreamWorks. He is currently the writer/director of an independent film Broken Arrows to be released in 2007.

Josh Handley  Josh was in the Peace Corps after Oberlin. He is current a software engineer for Hillcrest Labs in the DC area. He lives in Silver Springs, MD and is working on an MBA. In the summer of 2008 he will be moving to Rwanda, where his wife will be associate director of the Peace Corps operations.

Abhijit Ingle  Abhi is a senior manager with AT&T, currently running AT&T’s national mobility applications consulting team. He lives in Seattle.

Fran Jurgensmeyer  I think Fran went to Library School after Oberlin and is a librarian in Indiana, but I haven’t been able to reach her.

Daniel Legesse  Daniel is a programmer for Microsoft in Seattle.

Liang Lin  I haven’t heard from Liang since he graduated.

Kadima Lonji  In 2000/ 01 Kadima received international attention for his FootOfGod.com website, which he eventually had to take down because of legal action by FIFA, the soccer association. He is now a web programmer in New York running the J Crew web site.

Satish Mehta  Satish is a business consultant in Sydney, Australia.

Kanchan Mitra  Kanchan is a programmer at Microsoft.

Tyler (Hugh) Ross  Tyler is a software engineer for the Postini group at Google.

Others
Cara Hart  Cara is the Information Systems manager at the Boys and Girls Clubs of greater Denver. She is also president of the Colorado Women in Technology organization.

Aaron Malver  Aaron was a software tester for Microsoft. He now runs the Aaron Malver piano studio in Seattle.

Andrew Waltman  Andrew programs for the Art Technology Group in Cambridge, MA.

1994
Stefan Agamanolis  After earning a Ph.D. from the Media Lab at MIT, Stefan helped found Media Lab Europe. He is currently Associate Director of the Rebecca D. Considine Research Institute at Akron Children’s Hospital.

Brian Armstrong  I think Brian is living and working in Indiana, but I haven’t been able to contact him.

Noel Cragg  Noel is a manager at CNET Networks in San Fransisco, currently in charge of software development and research. In Summer, 2008 he is starting Alameda Scientific with John Gribsby (OC ’92) to produce digital audio equipment for musicians. He and his wife have a blog about remodeling a 19th Century Victorian house www.casadecrepit.com In 2004 Noel gave the department a big batch of processors for use with networking classes and experiments.

Carl Erikson  Carl earned a Ph.D. from UNC-Chapel Hill in 2000. He now does financial investing and game programming (with brother Erik OC’90) in North Carolina.

Seth Frohlich  Seth is a Unix system administrator for UBS in New York.

Tijuana Glover (now Tijuana Beckman) The last time I heard Tijuana was working at the Pentagon in DC.

Kennis Koldewyn  Kennis is a software engineer for Verizon, in Rye Brook, NY. He and Rachel are living in White Plains.

Kevin Liu  I haven’t been able to contact Kevin.

Arthur Myer  Art lives in Japan outside Tokyo and works in tech support for Linkmedia Bios.

Brian Postow  Brian earned a Ph.D. in CS from the University of Maryland. He is currently a software engineer at Nuance Communications in Boston. Nuance makes Dragon Naturally Speaking (voice recognition software) and other communications products.

Edward Roney  Ed has an MFA in Computer Graphics from the Pratt Institute. He is currently teaching graphics and digital arts at Mercer County Community College in New Jersey.

Cormac Russell  Cormac is a game designer in Seattle. He is currently working on the Marvel MMO (Massively Multiplayer Online game) for Gazillion Entertainment.
**Akila Weerapan**  Akila has a Ph.D. in Economics from Stanford. He is an Associate Professor of Economics at Wellesley.

**Others**

**David Storrs**  David is an entrepreneur and computer programmer living in Fairfield County, CT.

**Jayfus Doswell**  Jayfus has a Ph.D. in Information Technology from George Mason. He is founder and CEO of Juxtapia, LLC.

**Karl Fogel**  Karl is a writer and consultant on Open Source processes in the Bay area. Along with Jim Blandy (OC ’90) he developed the Subversion version control system. Karl has written several books on the software development process: *Open-Source Development with CVS* with Moshe Bar and *Producing Open-Source Software* by himself. He is also the founder and president of QuestionCopyright.org.

**Rachel Koldewyn**  Rachel runs a small web business and travels to Japan several times a year. She and Kennis are living in White Plains, NY.

**1995**

**Patrick Angeles**  Patrick is living in NY and is with Cloudera, a company that markets a distributed data platform based on Apache Hadoop.

**Jim Basney**  Ph.D. from U. Wisconsin. Jim works in Security at NCSA in Champaign, IL.

**Joe Bayes**  Joe went to graduate school at Georgia Tech.

**Jesse Berman**  Jesse does biomedical software engineering with a group connected to Massachusetts General Hospital.

**Rob Chauncey**  I haven’t heard from Rob.

**Asim Husain**  MA in Economics from U. Chicago. Asim works at a financial management firm in Washington, DC.

**Peter Jaques**  Peter is a musician specializing in Near Eastern music, living in San Francisco.

**Jennifer Mankoff**  Ph.D. from Georgia Tech. After an initial position at UC Berkeley, Jen is now an Associate Prof at Carnegie Mellon in HCl. Her current work focuses on application areas like residential energy use and how individuals with chronic health conditions use online resources.
Sean Meyer    Sean is VP for Storage Engineering at Morgan Stanley in New York.

Valentine Pechatnov Master of Divinity from St. Vladimir’s Orthodox Theological Seminary.

Eric Sage    Eric is a software engineer and game designer for Red Storm Entertainment.

Others:
Vibhu Talwar    Vibhu is Executive Director of Moolchand Medicity hospital in New Delhi.

1996
Matthew Heitz    Master’s Degree from Indiana U. Matt works for IBM in North Carolina.

Michael Klingbeil    Master’s degree in Composition from the University of Illinios. Michael is currently working on a DMA at Columbia. His piece Signals was performed in Oberlin at the TIMARA reunion in May, 2007.

Latanya Lee    I haven’t been able to contact Latanya.

Deneb Meketa    (didn’t actually graduate from Oberlin) Deneb is working in the “Tools” department at Pixar and loves it.

David Moxon    David is in Seattle working as a software engineer for Isilon Systems, which makes a high-capacity clustered storage system.

Spencer Mullen    He now goes by the name Charles Spencer. Charles is proprietor of Loveslap Recordings in San Fransisco. He also write and records his own music.

Jayesh Patel    After working for a variety of companies in the Bay area and then in Texas, Jay is a now product manager at Ensequence (an interactive TV company) in Portland Oregon.

Josh Powers    I haven’t been able to contact Josh.

Jeremy Schnorbus    Jeremy is CIO at NERA (an Economic Consulting firm) in New York. He lives in Yonkers.

Willy Seitz    I haven’t been in contact with Will.
Noah Treuhaft  The most recent information I have on Noah is that he is a Senior Developer for OpenDNS in San Francisco.

Paul Westbrook  After stints at Apple, TiVo, and several other firms, Paul is currently a software engineer at ZING Systems. He lives in San Francisco.

Others:
Greg Zguta  Greg is a consultant for Global Image. The company is in St. Louis; Greg lives in Danville, PA.

1997
Andrew Broadstone  Andrew was a software engineer for Centra Software. He earned an MBA (from Babson) in 2005 and now is a product manager for IONA. He lives in Watertown, MA.

Josh Cohen  Josh works in product marketing for Embarcadero Technologies in San Francisco.

Ankur Desai  Ankur recently finished a Ph.D. in meteorology at Penn State and is starting a faculty position at U. Wisconsin-Madison.

David Isecke  David teaches Math in the Bronx at the Marie Curie School for Medicine, Nursing and the Health Professions. He is also an IT consultant in New York City.

Raphael Jacoby  Raphael is a software engineer living in Daly City, CA (outside San Francisco).

Jonathan Rochkind  Jonathan earned an MLS (library science) degree from U. Washington and is now a systems librarian at Johns Hopkins.

Leon Rothenberg  Leon received an MFA in sound design from CalArts in 2002. He is currently living in New York. Leon has developed sound designs for Cirque du Soleil, numerous stage works, and several independent films.

Ben Smith-Mannschott  Ben lives in Vienna and works for the Bundesrechenzentrum (the Federal Computing Center) as their resident programming languages authority.

Zachary Shapiro  Zach is an engineering manager for Hi5.com (a social networking site). He lives in San Francisco.

Jeremy Wall  Jeremy Wall is living in France and working as a business process consultant.
Dave Warner  Dave is a Senior Interaction Designer at Ning in Palo Alto.

Dan White  Dan is a software Engineer, and also an Audio Engineer and record producer living in Seattle.

Others:
Christina Ahrens Roberts  Christina is a java software engineer for MathWorks, which makes MatLab and other technical computing software, in Natick, MA.

Lukas Karlsson  (Left Oberlin in 1996)  Lukas lives in Boston and works for MIT.

Steve Kasperick-Postellon  Steve is director of music at the Catholic parish serving Michigan State University.

Andrew Marcus  Andrew is an architect working for Behnisch Architekten and Next Phase Studios in Boston.

Ross Patty  Ross does desktop technical support for the Southern Ute Indian Tribe. He has also launched a free browser-based superhero computer game at www.TwilightHeroes.com.

1998

Alexei Barchenkov  Alexei does financial modeling and trading for Morgan Stanley in New York.

Alan Bushnell  Alan lives in Washington D.C. He is currently working for George Washington University doing desktop supper and database work.

Josh Davis  Josh earned a Ph.D. in Math from U. Wisconsin in 2005. He is currently an Assistant Professor of Mathematics at Carleton.

Julian Dockhorn  Julian earned a black belt in Aikido in 2006 and teaches at George Mason University. He lives in Takoma Park, MD and does programming and technical training for the Federal Reserve Board in Washington, DC.

Jaafar El Harouchi  Jaafar is a project manager and VP for Citigroup in London.

Nicole Fallen  After many adventures including graduate school at the University of Michigan and a stint in the Army as an Arabic linguist, Niki is a stay-at-home Mom in San Fransisco with a 2-year-old (in 2009) and twins expected in January 2010.

Wes Fleming  Wes is an artist and glass blower living in Western Massachusetts. We can even see some of his work at the Ginko Gallery in Oberlin. He is moving to Bozeman, Montana in summer 2007.
Matt Green  I haven’t been in touch with Matt.

Jason Haber  Jason is a game producer working on Spore at Maxis (a division of Electronic Arts).

Zaman Harris  I haven’t been in touch with Zaman.

Ben Hellerstein  Ben earned a JD from the University of Washington School of Law in June 2010.

Dan Hutchings  Dan performs frequently as a Tenor and also works as a software engineer. Dan is currently living in Colorado, telecommuting to Looksmart in San Francisco.

David Jacobs  David was the founder of Apperceptive, which is a design and technology consulting firm in New York. He sold Apperceptive in 2010 and is now working on a new startup.

David Kammer  After years of working for Palm, Inc. and then as a consultant, Dave is now in his third year of med school at U. Washington in Seattle.

James Kirsch  James works at Oracle and lives in San Francisco.

Kerry Lazarus  is in a joint CMU/ Pitt Ph.D. program in Neural Computation in Pittsburgh. He is expecting his second child in November 2009.

Jon Lee  Jon lives in Austin, TX. He is currently Senior Software Developer at UnwiredBuyer.com

Chris Paulsen  Chris is currently working for Alstom Grid in Redmond, Washington developing market-based distribution and automation systems for energy utilities.

Jeff Powers  Jeff lives in Huntsville, Alabama and telecommutes to Intersect Software in Herndon, VA. He works on a project management system called Crosspoint.

Eric Scuccimarra  Eric has a Master’s in Business and is VP for Engineering at EMCS, a company that provides solutions for the media buying and advertising industry.

Josh Starmer  Josh has a Ph.D. from NC State in Bioinformatics. He is currently a postdoc in Genetics at UNC. He also plays cello in a rock band called The Old Ceremony.
Others:

**Stephen Baer**  Stephen founded The Game Agency, a company that acts as an intermediary between the game industry and the marketing world. He lives in New York City.

**Blair Heiserman**  Blair lives in Gaithersburg, MD and works as an IT Security Specialist for the National Institute of Standards. He is starting (summer 2008) a Master’s program at Johns Hopkins.

**Mohan Rajagopalan**  Mohan has a Master’s Degree in CS from Cornell. He is currently a software engineer for Loose Cannon Studios, a game design company in Seattle.

1999

**Stephen Bard**  I haven’t reached Stephen.

**Ben Dagnon**  I haven’t reached Ben.

**Konstantinos Dionysopoulos**  I haven’t reached Dinos.

**Jason Goldblatt**  Jason is the owner of a web-design company and also the Systems Administrator for an independent school outside Annapolis, MD. He recently started unsungherorevolution.com as a site to connect independent bands with their fans.

**Kali Griffin**  Kali works in software configuration for Direct TV in Santa Monica, CA.

**Christina Moraes**  Chris is a database programmer for UC San Fransisco. She lives in Oakland with her husband Evan Reeves (also OC ’99).

**Ongeri Onami**  I haven’t reached Ongeri.

**David Powers**  David is a programmer and sysadmin for Jane Street Capital in NYC and will soon be moving to London.

**Greg Rapp**  Greg earned a Doctor of Pharmacy from the University of Pittsburgh and is now a pharmacy manager in Pittsburgh.

**Jeremy Steinhauer**  I haven’t reached Jeremy.

**Siddharth Thacker**  Sid has an MBA from Harvard Business School. He is currently a Portfolio Manager for PioneerPath Capital in New York.

**Elbert Tsai**  Elbert is a violinist with the San Fransisco Symphony Orchestra.
Jacob Weber  Jacob runs a music recording and production studio in Brooklyn.

Matthias Wegner  Matthias is a Network Engineer for the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

2000

Jonathan Ard  Jonathan is a Consulting Technical Support Engineer for RSA in

Sarah Ann Brown  Sarah is an information security engineer with MITRE, located in The Hague, Netherlands. She and her husband have a daughter, Sophie, born in January 2010.

Ji Whan Cha  I haven’t been able to reach Ji Whan.

Jennifer Ann Cutler (now Jennifer Sandels)  Jenny works as a systems/software engineer for a small government contractor in Washington. She is also working on a Master’s degree at George Mason.

Graham Grindlay  Graham has a Master’s degree from UC Santa Cruz and spent time at the Media Lab studying robotics and hyperinstruments. In Fall 2008 he will start a Ph.D. program (in EE) at Columbia applying machine learning techniques to problems in music and audio.

Joshua Kapell  Josh is Principal Software Engineer at Endeca Technologies in New York.

Seth Lepzelter  Seth is a sysadmin for the Federal Reserve Board of Governors in Washington DC.

Greg Lyon  I haven’t reached Greg.

David Marwick  David is the Senior Data Warehouse Engineer for Outspark, a video game publisher in San Fransisco.

Christopher Nicolai  Chris programs applications for a biophysics lab at the University of Buffalo, in Buffalo, NY.

Erica Rose  I haven’t been able to reach Erica.

Ramy Sadek  Ramy has a Master’s degree from the University of Utah. He is currently working for Lab 126 (the Kindle developer) in Cupertino, CA.

Laura Shay  Laura is a homemaker in New Jersey; her husband is on the Math faculty at William Patterson University.
Others:
Paul Curry  Paul works as developer and in client supper for Wireless Generation in Brooklyn, along with Jesse Davis '01 and Robert Wilson '90.

2001
Gabriel Carleton-Barnes  Gabe is currently the operations director and network administrator for Immigration Equality in Brooklyn, NY. He is also working on a documentary film about professional Magic: The Gathering players.

Andrew Jesse Davis  Jesse works as a developer for Wireless Generation in Brooklyn, along with Paul Curry '00 and Robert Wilson '90.

Antonio Garcia Castaneda  Antonio was a game programmer for Sony in London. In summer 2008 he finished a Master’s program at University College, London, and is now enrolled in a Ph.D. program in Virtual Archaeology. He came back to give a talk to Oberlin students in the spring of 2008.

Aaron Hillyer  Aaron is a Programmer Analyst at Oakland Community College in Auburn Hill, MI. He is also a Certified Identity Theft Risk Management Specialist.

Kyle Lomeli  Kyle is a software developer in Allston, MA. He is currently the lead security developer for IntraLinks, Inc.

Ryan Manns  Ryan is chief software architect at CircleGate Consulting in Chicago.

Patrick Proctor  Patrick recently moved to NYC, where he is starting a program in Interactive Telecommunications at Tisch.

Michael Shelton  After Oberlin Mike worked for Microsoft in Redmond, WA. I'm not sure if he is still there.

John Tarcza  After Oberlin John went to work for the U.S. Patent Office in Washington, DC. I haven’t been able to contact him.

Peter Teel  I haven’t reached Peter.

Others:
Peter Kovac  Peter is a sysadmin for the GWU Physics Department.

Peter Lyons  Peter was a software engineer at Opsware Inc. in New Jersey. Opsware was bought by Hewlett Packard, so now he is working on large scale data center automation software for HP in Colorado.
2002

Matthew Aronoff  Matthew is a computer scientist with the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersberg, MD.

Raymi Dyskan  Raymi is currently working at Paraccel, a database startup in San Diego.

Claire Fitts  Claire owns the Butterfly Bakery in Montpelier, Vermont.

Phillip Grasso  I haven’t reached Phillip.

Kany Lin  Ken works for the Oberlin Admissions office.

Chad Maron  Chad works as a software engineer for LogicWorks in Manhattan.

Ethan Meyers  Ethan is a Ph.D. candidate in Brain and Cognitive Sciences at MIT.

Jules Milner-Brage  Jules is a systems software developer for the Highwire Press at Stanford. Highwire is a service provider that works with scholarly societies to support electronic publications. Jules lives in Seattle.

Erik Schwartz  I haven’t reached Erik.

Cynthia Taylor  Cynthia is a Ph.D. student at UC San Diego working in systems and networking.

Scott Trimmer  Scott is an Academic Technology Specialist at the University of Findlay in Findlay, OH.

Ted Virdone  I haven’t heard from Ted.

Jeffrey Walker  Jeff works as a software engineer for Foresight Corp. on products that automate EDI transactions. He lives in Worthington, OH, outside of Columbus.

2003

Alicia Cozza  Alicia was working for Liquid Machines in Boston. She is now in an MAT program at Tufts concentrating on high school mathematics. She will finish in August 2010.

Jed Davis  Jed has been a sysadmin for several years and is now applying to graduate schools, hoping to start in Fall 2008.
Ralph Douglass  I haven’t heard from Ralph.

Alec Heller  Alec did graduate work at Northeastern University and is now a software engineer at Akamai, an international web services provider.

Peter Ingraham  Peter is a software engineer for Google in New York.

Lincoln Ritter  Lincoln has finished a Master’s degree in graphics at the University of Washington. He is taking some time off before starting a Ph.D. program, and is currently working for talentspring.com, a small startup in Seattle.

Ben Taitelbaum  Ben is CTO of Reframe It, a web service that allows one to comment on any site on the web. He has a Master’s degree from the University of Virginia and still lives in Virginia.

2004

David Adamson  David teaches Networking at a high school in the Baltimore City Public Schools.

Ian Biringer  Ian is a graduate student in Math at the University of Chicago.

Siddarth Dugar  Siddarth has an MBA in Finance from S.P. Jain, Mumbai in India. He is now working for Enam Securities in Mumbai.

Seth Hrbeck  I haven’t heard from Seth.

Sidney Huang  I haven’t heard from Sidney.

Wesley Kania  Wes is pursuing an MBA/MS-Finance at Northeastern and working as a consultant for Jaguar/Land Rover. He and his wife Rebecca are expecting their first child in October 2010.

David Kleinschmidt  David is living in Lakewood, OH, one of the suburbs of Cleveland. He is a web developer for American Greetings.

Piyush Rampuria  Piyush is in New York City, working for a bank.

Erik Talvitie  Erik is a graduate student in AI at the University of Michigan.

Charles Treatman  Charles is working as a web application developer for U. Penn and taking graduate courses in CS from Penn at the same time.
2005

Ozlem Akcakoca  Ozlem earned an MBA from Northwestern and now does change management consulting within the regulatory compliance area through AegisAdvantage.

Nicholas Arioli  Nick is a project manager at Facebook in San Francisco.

Yiming Chai

Christopher Eaton  In Spring 2007 Chris finished a Master’s degree in computer security from the Naval Postgraduate school. That program requires him to work for a government office for two years after graduation. He is waiting on a posting for that and expects to be in Charleston, South Carolina.

Rebecca Ganetzky  Rebecca is a medical student in the Cleveland Clinic-Lerner College of Medicine joint program.

Thomas Hartman  I haven’t heard from Tom.

James Aaron Pendergrass  Aaron is doing research on information assurance at the Johns Hopkins applied physics lab. He has also started graduate work at the University of Maryland.

Nathaniel H. Pittman  Nat finished a Master’s degree in Architecture at Morgan State and is working for an Architecture/Engineering firm in Baltimore.

Vladislav Kunchev Shuntrov  Vladi is one of the founders of the Lucid Design Group, a startup doing environmental design in Oakland, CA.

2006

James Ashenhurst  James enlisted in the Navy in November 2009.

Colin Beske  Colin is a Corporate Operations Engineer for Google in London (UK). In summer, 2009 he married Katie Rowland, also OC ‘06.

Peter Boekelheide  Peter is currently working for HSBC in Oregon. In January 2008 will be going back to China for a research project that has nothing to do with the banking industry.

Gregory Engel  Greg is a web developer for Community IT Innovators in Washington, DC.
Christopher Fry  Chris works as a business analyst for Carnegie Learning in Pittsburgh.

Nathan Gerratt  Nathan is an IT specialist at NARAL/ Pro Choice America in Washington.

Shawna Hein  Shawna has a 2009 Master's from Berkeley. She is currently working for EchoUser, a company that helps others improve user experiences, and living in Oakland, CA.

Joseph Kimmel  Joe is a graduate student in Computational Neuroscience at U. Chicago.

Thomas Mayfield  Tom is a software engineer working for Siteworks in Reston, VA.

Andrew McDaniel  Andrew is a software engineer doing database work for Emprise Technologies LLC in Toledo.

Jonathan Myers  Jon is in the graduate CS program at the University of Arizona. At the same time he is working at LSST Corp (which oversees the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope) in Tucson.

William Parks  Will graduated from the New England School of Law in 2010 and is now an attorney in Boston. He is also an organist at various churches in the area.

2007

Andrew Bartholomew  Andy recently finished a Master’s in CS at Brown University and is now working as an engineer for Facebook.

Kevin Chen  Kevin was working at Market News International in NYC; he’s now looking for a new position.

Lisa Curtis  Lisa is working for Sony ImageWorks in LA.

Daniel Frishberg  Dan is the website manager for the Concoran Gallery of Art in Washington, DC.

Wesley John-Alder  Wes works for the web design firm Punk Avenue in Philadelphia.

Zahari Shoylev  Zahari turned down an offer to start the graduate program at UNC, and is working for PC-Doctor in Reno, NV.

Michael Tomlinson  Michael is working for Lockheed-Martin in Akron.
Alexander White  Alex is both a teacher and the IT specialist at a private high school in the DC area.

Jacob Wise  Jake is starting the graduate program in clarinet at New England Conservatory.

2008

Abigail Corfman  Abigail is a user interface programmer for CTI, a small software development company in Akron.

Ivan Davydov  I am not sure where Ivan is at present.

Scott Erickson  Scott and Nick Winter won an Entrepreneurship grant to develop a software system for learning Chinese characters. (See the Summer, 2008 CS Newsletter.)

Nicholas Ferrara  Nick is currently working for Jeff Parment & Associates, a Washington-based consulting firm that specializes in information technology-related legal disputes. Akshat Singhal (same year) also works there.

Naomi Goodman  Naomi spent her first year after Oberlin as a game programmer for Digital Chocolate in San Francisco. Her interests are shifting to education and in summer 2009 she applied to the City Year program in LA to work with inner city school-aged children.

Brandon Greenwood  Brandon has moved to Seattle and is working for Microsoft.

Nicholas Hatt  After graduation Nick was a Shansi rep to Taigu, China. He now works for Epic in Madison, WI, making software to support the healthcare industry.

Jonathan Hunter  John is a programmer/developer for Sapient, a government services company. His current project (summer 2010) concerns the National Database for Autism Research at NIH.

Lidiya Ilcheva  Lidiya is married to Zack Shoylev ('07), and like Zack works for PC-Doctor in Reno.

Akshat Singhal  Akshat is currently working for Jeff Parment & Associates, a Washington-based consulting firm that specializes in information technology-related legal disputes. Nick Ferrara (same year) also works there.
**Axis Sivitz**  Axis is in Cincinnati for Summer 2008, but he is planning to move (destination not yet clear) in the fall. He is working on a game in his spare time.

**Christian Sutton**  Christian graduated in December and I haven’t been able to contact him.

**Nicholas Winter**  Nick and Scott Erickson won an Entrepreneurship grant to develop a software system for learning Chinese characters. (See the Summer, 2008 CS Newsletter.)

**Others:**

**Andrew Pike**: Andrew is a graduate student studying Infectious Diseases at Michigan State.

---

**2009**

**Rebecca Linick**  Rebecca is a project manager for The Game Agency (Stephen Baer, OC ’98), now working out of its LA office.

**Clayton Thurmer**  Clayton is working as a software engineer for Lockheed Martin in Orlando.

**Tom Wilson**  Tom is currently a Sysadmin for Valiant Technology in NYC.

---

**2010**

**Alex Boland**  Alex has already had one programming job fall through because of budget cuts; he is currently looking for another.

**Michael Brooks**  In the Fall of 2010 Michael is starting the graduate program in at the University of Washington.

**Serguei Egorov**  In the Fall of 2010 Serguei is starting a graduate program in Computer Security at Georgia Tech.

**Nate Gephart**  Nate is starting the graduate program in CS at the University of Arizona in the Fall of 2010.

**Arlo Herrine**  Arlo is working in Cleveland for Micros-Retail as an applications engineer.

**Adam Hull**  Adam is in Oakland, CA working for the Lucid Design Group with Vladi Shunturov ('05) and other Obies.

**Katie Kuksenok**  Katie is starting the graduate program in CS at the University of Washington in the Fall of 2010.
Hunter McCurry  Hunter is starting the Masters program in music technology at Stanford in the Fall of 2010.

Jamie Quadri  Jamie is still (as of August 2010) looking for a job around the Twin Cities.

Zeke Runyon  Zeke had an internship with Apple that he has parlayed into a full-time position as an Engineering Project Manager for the Software Update group.

Ted Warner  In the fall of 2010 Ted is starting the Masters program in Computational Biology at Miami University, where he will be working with John Karro.

Elara Willett  Elara is a programmer with Genesis10, a business and technology consulting firm in St. Paul.

Seth Wimberly  Seth is starting (Fall 2010) the graduate program at Indiana University.

2011

Brendan Chambers  Brendan is starting (Fall 2011) the program in computational neuroscience at the University of Chicago.

Michael Craig  Michael is in NYC working for Hyperpublic, a startup that is building a location-based platform for web developers.

Kriti Godey  Kriti is a developer at Project Evolution in Providence, Rhode Island.

Sean Hanson  Sean is moving to NYC in September 2011. He’s hoping to get a position with the Manhattan office of Google.

Jason Kimmel  Jason is a “Business Information Specialist” with ZS Associates, a management consulting firm in Princeton, NJ.

Sam Lawton  Sam works for Pegasystems in Boston, doing database and Java programming work.

Nitun Poddar  Nitun is starting the graduate program in CS at the University of Toledo in the fall of 2011.

Thomas Ramfjord
Garrett Robinson Garrett is setting up web sites for several environmental organizations in Appalachia. He is hoping to move to the Bay area in Fall 2011.

Kiron Roy Kiron is still (as of summer 2011) job hunting.

Daniel Spencer Danny is a software engineer at Rapleaf, an Internet technology startup in San Francisco.